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We recently had the chance to review 2 delicious sauces from Fortun's Finishing Touch
Sauces.

About Fortun's Finishing Touch Sauces:
"You can trust Fortun’s Food’s, Inc. to produce the finest refrigerated gourmet sauces
commercially available. You can also count on them to establish relationships with
employees, customers, and vendors based upon honesty and trust and the highest ethical
standards of fair treatment.How did Fortun Foods come up with these amazing
sauces? Kevin Fortun and many top chefs combined their creative culinary expertise and
spent years perfecting these sauces. To ensure that each recipe starts with the best, the
proprietary chicken, veal, or beef stock is roasted right from the bone to become
restaurant-quality bases. Rich, authentic, natural ingredients and spices are added at just
the right time to complete the chef-inspired finishing touch. Our mission is to produce
high quality, safe and nutritious products while maintaining and improving our reputation
as an honest company that treats its employees, customers and vendors with respect.

Enjoy the Satisfaction of Gourmet Cooking – As Easily as Opening a Container!
You want the taste, look, and feel of a restaurant experience, but without the
expense. Fortun’s Finishing Touch Sauces makes meal preparation so easy, you’ll not
only save time, but you’ll also keep the kitchen clean. There’s no measuring, no
chopping, no mess.

Expand Your Choices for Gourmet Meals in Minutes

With Fortun’s Finishing Touch Sauces, you no longer have to choose between Mexican
or Italian for dinner. You can have both! You can even serve BBQ to the kids while the
adults enjoy a Marsala & Mushroom entrée – all with no extra work.
These authentic, gourmet sauces offer exceptional taste, highest-quality ingredients, and
easy preparation."

Marsala & Mushroom-A rich Italian tradition made with fresh mushrooms, sweet
Marsala wine, Madeira wine, fresh onions, olive oil, corn starch, chicken base, veal stock,
tomato paste, spices, and garlic.

Santa Fe Verde-An experience to savor includes crushed tomatillos, fresh onions,
green chiles, fresh green peppers, fresh red peppers, chicken base, southwest-style
smoked peppers, diced jalapeños, olive oil, garlic, spices, and starch.
What we thought: We were pretty impressed with the sauces we tried
from Fortun's Finishing Touch Sauces. Both sauces were delicious! We tried them on
steak and chicken straight from the grill and YUM-O! Of course one of the best parts was
how easy the prep was and how little clean up there was after the meal:) All we did was
warm the sauce in the microwave, pour over the meat and toss out the packaging. There
weren't even any leftovers to put away since these sauces were so yummy...everyone
cleaned their plates:) The variety of sauces you can find from Fortun's is quite impressive
as well. You can find a sauce for nearly every meal...many of them can be multi-purpose
for chicken, beef, pork, fish and vegetarian meals so the whole family will be
happy:)Fortun's Finishing Touch Sauces make cooking delicious foods for your family a
snap and leave you more time to enjoy your family time. ABCD Diaries
gives Fortun's Finishing Touch Sauces an A+!
Buy It: Find these delicious gourmet sauces at a retailer near you using the store locator!!
Disclosure: ABCD Diaries was given 2 sauces for review purposes only. We were in no
other way compensated. The opinions expressed in this post are ours and ours alone.

